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Regular City Council Meeting Minutes
City Hall Council Chambers, 2660 Civic Center Drive
Monday, October 22, 2018
1.

Roll Call
Mayor
Order:

Roe

called the
meeting to order at approximately
McGehee, Willmus, Laliberte, Etten and Roe.

6: 15 p. m.

Voting and Seating
City Manager Patrick Trudgeon

and City Attorney Mark Gaughan were also present.
2.

Pledge of Allegiance

3.

Approve Agenda

City Manager Trudgeon requested removal of Item 7E ( Consider A Community

a.

Development

Department

Request to Perform an Abatement

for Unresolved

Vio-

lations of City Code at 1952 Snelling Ave N) due to corrections being made to the
property and no longer in defiance of City Code.
Willmus moved, Laliberte seconded, approval of the agenda as amended.

Roll Call
Ayes: McGehee,
Nays:

4.

Willmus,

Laliberte, Etten and Roe.

None.

Public Comment

Mayor Roe called for public comment by members of the audience on any non- agenda
items.

Craig Ramundt, 1161 Laurie Road West

Mr. Ramundt stated his wife was Kathy Ramundt and he was at the meeting to defend her
honor

against

Bob Willmus.

Councilmember

He stated he was very surprised last week

when Mayor Roe allowed Mr. Willmus to use the Council meeting to react to comments
Kathy
via

made

Facebook

on

her

personal

instead

of

a

Facebook

using

a

page.

public

Mr. Willmus should have responded back
meeting

intended for

City

business.

Mr.

Willmus said Kathy' s comments about his voting record on minority commissioners were

factually inaccurate, questioning Kathy' s integrity.
Mr. Ramundt

stated

people

can

interpret

things

in their

own

way.

As a founder of Do-

Good Roseville, Kathy spends hundreds of hours doing things to make the community
stronger.
plimented

He stated they were all surprised at the candid forum when Mr. Willmus comDo- Good Roseville making it

sound

like he

supports

their

work.

Yet now, a

few weeks later, Mr. Willmus publicly questions Kathy' s integrity, which is more consistent

with

his

past

actions.

He stated the Mayor should never have allowed Mr.

Willmus to make those comments during a Council meeting, especially when Kathy was

not at the meeting to defend herself. He noted this is an improvement over the time Mr.
Willmus

sent

a resident

a certified

letter threatening her

with

legal

action

over

comments
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she

made

him

about

on

NextDoor,

which

is

highly

inappropriate.

He stated he now un-

derstands why Kathy says Mr. Willmus is wily.
5.

Recognitions, Donations, and Communications
a.

Introduce Police Officer Jacob Swanson

Chief Mathwig introduced new Roseville police officer Jacob Swanson to the City Council and public.

He read a brief bio on Officer Swanson.

Mayor Roe welcomed Officer Swanson.

Officer Swanson stated he has wanted to work for Roseville for a long time and was happy to be an officer in Roseville and appreciated the opportunity.
The Council welcomed Officer Swanson to Roseville.

6.

Items Removed from Consent Agenda

7.

Business
a.

Items

Receive Update on Roseville Community Health Awareness Team ( CHAT)
on Becoming a Heart Safe Community

Assistant Police Chief Brosnahan briefly highlighted this item as detailed in the
RCA and related attachments

dated October 22, 2018.

Mr. Brosnahan introduced Bill Marczewski CHAT Community Health Awareness
Team, in order to update the Council on a unique collaboration

with Allina, Rose-

ville CHAT Team, Roseville Area School District, and the Roseville Area Senior

Program to attain and work towards the City' s heart safe accreditation.
Mr. Marczewski updated the Council on the progress of Roseville becoming a
Safe

Heart
CPR

use

Community.

by

people.

He stated CHAT' s intent is to increase

awareness

of

He noted CHAT also wants to increase the awareness of the

location of AEDs and the use of them.

Ms. Renee Hamdorf, Allina, Mr. Norm Councilmen, Roseville Area Senior Pro-

gram and Ms. Kimberly Kelley, Roseville School District were also at the meet-

ing and helped with the presentation to the Council.
Councilmember
about

this

work.

Laliberte stated she has been a member of CHAT and is excited
She wondered what the cost is if businesses or entities were in-

terested in installing an AED.
Ms. Hamdorf

stated

there

is

a range

of cost,

anywhere

businesses.

between $ 1, 100 - $

1, 600.

In the spring, Allina has
happy
grants through the Charitable Giving Campaign and the grants are given out to
help defray the costs of the AEDs as well.
She

stated

Allina

is

to

meet

with
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Mayor Roe asked if the health insurance or other insurance industry is helping
businesses in any way that might be installing AEDs at their facilities.
Ms. Hamdorf stated she did not know if health insurance would help but in certain
settings, funds can be used specifically for medical equipment.
Mayor Roe thought it might be worthwhile
surance

for businesses

to check with their in-

provider.

Councilmember Laliberte asked if this was something the City could consider for
a presentation at the Roseville Business Council.

Mr. Trudgeon

thought

Heart Safe Communities,

maintain them and demonstrations

AEDs and how to get them and

of AEDs along with CPR training would be a

good topic to discuss.

Laliberte

moved,

tachment C)

McGehee

entitled, "

seconded,

adoption

of

Resolution

No. 11546 ( At-

A Resolution Authorizing Work to Begin to Make the City

of Roseville a Heart Safe Community."
Council Discussion

Councilmember Laliberte thought this was good for people working and living in

the community, going to school in the community, and having businesses in the
community.

Councilmember McGehee also thought this was good and liked the partnership.

Mayor Roe appreciated Councilmember Laliberte bringing up the business side of
this

as well.

He thought about people in their workplace and it was an excellent

idea for local businesses to have the AED for the benefit of their employees.
Roll Call

Ayes: McGehee, Willmus, Laliberte, Etten and Roe
Nays: None.

b.

Consider a Request by Hand in Hand Christian Montessori for a Compre-

hensive Land Use Plan Map Change at 211 North McCarrons Boulevard
PF18- 016)

City Planner Thomas Paschke briefly highlighted this item as detailed in the RCA
and related

attachments

dated October 22, 2018.
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Councilmember Willmus asked if the Comprehensive Plan Amendment is approved and comes back for zoning, would the Council have a plat before them to
review at that point.

Mr. Paschke believed there would be a survey that further articulates exactly
those two parcels. He thought the subdivision plat would come after the rezoning.
Councilmember

Laliberte

asked if this item were to be approved

tonight,

what

would be the timing of this going to the Met Council and back to the City Council.

Mr. Paschke thought the process would be a number of weeks for staff to get the
information

completed

to

submit

to the Met Council.

He noted an application

would need to be completed and submitted to the Met Council for them to consider and

the

Met

Council

would

have up to sixty days to

review

the

proposal.

He

stated it depends on the Met Council how long the process might take at this
point.

Councilmember Laliberte was not sure if the City ever received clarity from the
Met Council as to when the Met Council would stop allowing zoning amendment
changes because of the comprehensive planning process.
Mr. Paschke

believed that is

supposed

to

be in December.

That would be new

applications and not necessarily ones that are currently in process.
Ms. Collins stated the City has until December 31St to submit the Comprehensive
Plan. The moratorium starts once the City submits the plan to the Met Council for
review, which could last up to six months.
Councilmember McGehee asked what would happen if the City decided to do this
and changed this in the Comprehensive

Plan before it was submitted to the Met

Council in December.

Mr. Trudgeon believed this is a separate amendment that would go through its
own

course.

Councilmember McGehee thought since the City has not officially submitted the
Comprehensive Plan to the Met Council, would it be possible to change it in the
plan before final submittal.

Mayor Roe stated for clarification, if the Council approved this item as a second

step, could the Council make an amendment to the draft Comprehensive Plan that
would

be

submitted

in December

to reflect this.
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Councilmember McGehee thought instead of doing what Mayor Roe offered, in
order to speed up the process, to only submit this item as a plan amendment before the final submittal in December.

Mr. Trudgeon indicated what Councilmember McGehee was suggesting would
take longer than what is before the Council.

Mr. Brent Thompson, representing Hand in Hand Christian Montessori, made a
presentation

to the Council.

Councilmember Etten asked how many students are at the Roseville location currently.

Mr. Thompson stated there are approximately 296 students in Roseville.
Councilmember Etten asked if staff would increase to approximately 65 when at
full capacity.
Mr. Thompson indicated that was correct.

Councilmember Etten stated his biggest concern is around traffic and how it will

be handled with the single- family homes in the area because the current homeowners will be deeply impacted by the added traffic and new residential homes
that will be built.

Mr. Thompson

showed

on

a

map how he

would

envision

traffic

flow.

He stated

Hand in Hand is confident that cars lined up will not sit out on North McCarrons
Boulevard.

Councilmember Etten appreciated Mr. Thompson bringing up the corner of William St. and North McCarrons Boulevard because it is already a dangerous intersection.
He would be interested in how that will work out and the queuing back
He felt it will be
Boulevard heading towards Rice Street.
on North McCarrons

difficult in the morning for people to try to get onto Rice Street because of the
traffic and will make for a major traffic impact.

Mr. Thompson stated based on where people are coming from, there will be different routes that can be taken. He thought there was a spraying out affect but the

majority of traffic was going to go out onto Rice Street having to take a right and
turn themselves around once on Rice Street to go the other way.

Mayor Roe stated because this is a zoning change and not just a Hand in Hand
proposal, the City needs to think about the future. He noted if Hand in Hand is extremely

successful

and

moves

to a third

location

that

is

even

bigger

and

someone
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else is looking to do a school operation on that site, what might the impacts be at
that point.

He asked what the vision was for the number of classrooms.

Mr. Thompson showed the City Council the concept plan of Hand in Hand Montessori.

He noted there is not a number of classrooms determined yet but there

will not be forty students in a classroom. He estimated there would be seventeen
to eighteen classrooms

all on one level.

Mayor Roe offered an opportunity for public comment.
Public Comment

Mr. Don Dickerson, 2121 Cohancy Boulevard
Mr. Dickerson

stated this area is their neighborhood

and has a child that attends

Hand in Hand.

This has given his family the opportunity to work their child' s
weaknesses and strengths and they have been very pleased with Hand in Hand
Montessori.
He stated everyone has been very respectful and done a really good
job.

As far as the movement of traffic, the school is very efficient and really engage teachers to come out and help with loading and unloading of the students.

Ms. Courtney Hubers, Old Highway 8 in the Roseville Triangle
Ms. Hubers noted her children are home schooled. She stated a few years ago her

family added a fourth child through adoption and his emotional needs are great.
While her desire to home school was great also, it was clear that she needed more
She stated a friend with a similar situation ensupport than
what was in place.

rolled her child in Hand in Hand, so Ms. Hubers reached out to the school for her
needs.

Early on in the exploring process, she knew this would be the perfect sup-

To be able to send her children to a community school a
few days a week and yet still have a large hand in their education in the early

port

for their

situation.

years was a perfect fit for them.
Ms. Hubers

stated

Hand in Hand has been very welcoming.

The classrooms are

multi age allowing her four and five- year- old children to attend the same class toto their family. Her
gether which was very important for their son' s attachment

family decided this model of schooling was so important to them that her family
wanted

ing

to

move

closer

from Bloomington,

to the school.

her

family

While Roseville felt ' up north' to them be-

decided

the move was worth

it. She stated her

family is currently in their fourth year of attending Hand in Hand to some capacity

and

have

added

a

fifth

child

to their

family

through

adoption.

All five of their

kids have attended this school in some capacity during the past four school years.
Ms. Hubers stated her child with emotional needs is thriving and has been able to
let his guard down and is experiencing a foundation of feeling safe in this school
and is able to learn.
She stated the community has been an enormous blessing to
her

family

and

she

would

love for

the

school

to remain

in Roseville.

She

stated
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the school is a valuable asset to the community and is such a unique model of education that draws great families to the area as well as putting Roseville on the

map for supporting alternative approaches to education.
Ms. Jaqueline

England, 224 North McCarrons

Boulevard

Ms. England stated she lives directly across the street from the proposed Montesschool.
sori
She indicated she was at the meeting on behalf of herself and her
parents who also live in the home and eighty- five of her neighbors who signed a
petition that gives their extreme support of the amendments to the zoning.
Mr. Scott Prihoda, 3116 Prior Circle

Mr. Prihoda echoed the comments previously presented by other residents about
how important this school is to them as a family. He stated all three of his kids go
to Hand in Hand. He stated their children have grown tremendously there and the
teachers

support

and

to Roseville

Eagan

have been amazing.

staff

and

a

big

of

part

that

reason

He noted his family moved from
He stated
was being the school.

his family would love for the school to stay in Roseville.
Ms. Bethany Ricks, 2080 Giesmann Street
Ms. Ricks stated when she heard that the Armory might become a school again,
she

was

She

excited.

really

would

love

to see the

building

full

of

life

again.

She

stated when she went on the Hand in Hand website to learn more about them, she
did

LGBTQ+ families and their
She stated the closest she could find was looking at their teacher train-

see

not

children.

anything

in

to

regard

policies

towards

ing program, that program is affiliated with Bethany Global University which has
a lifestyle statement that is explicitly homophobic and transphobic.
Ms. Ricks stated she called the school and was invited to tour it, which she appreShe stated it was wonderful to see how well loved the students are by both
ciated.

their parents and staff She appreciated how welcoming and kind the people at
the Montessori
she

was

cated

was.

When

told the school

she

is

now

did

asking.

she

not

for

asked

have

a

clarification

policy because

around

no one

families

LGBTQ+

has

asked.

She indi-

It was implied that to be Christian it meant you could

the LGBTQ+ community. She stated she worried for families
they are entering an affirming environment. She worried that her
LGBTQ+ neighbors will not be welcome in the new school or other community
She stated she was not at the meeting
programs being mentioned at the meeting.
not

that

be affirming
might

of

think

to speak against the school but did want to express her reservations on this item.

She stated she is asking for clarity from Hand in Hand in their policy towards
LGBTQ+

families and children and for that policy to be clearly stated on their

website.

Ms. Tara Anderson,

Ms. Anderson stated her family lives close to the Armory property and she has
always

liked

that

property.

She

stated

the

building

is

a part

of

Roseville

history
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and her family is in full support of Hand in Hand Montessori purchasing the property. She indicated Hand in Hand is

a gem

of a school.

She stated she was look-

ing for a school that would support her daughter with special needs and Hand in
Hand welcomed her family and is willing to work with private staff to help their
daughter

with

her

special

Rec.

She knew that Hand in Hand would work with

needs.

groups in the neighborhood

and even with the School District such as Park and

She thought Hand in Hand would be able to collaborate

with groups.

Ms. Anderson stated she was not concerned with the school causing more traffic

than anything else that could go there because anything than another abandoned
building
and

ades
short

is going to
is nothing

school

staggered

McCarrons'

She stated this has been a school for dec-

more

At least with a school the traffic would be limited to a

This particular school has start times and schedules that are

year.

and

traffic.

cause
new.

thoughtfully

considered

wants

neighborhood

so

this to be

staff

can

a school

be

shared.

She noted the

She asked the Council

again.

to vote to rezone this land and allow this project to move forward.
Ms. Delores Mordorski,

2046 Marion Street

Ms. Mordorski stated she was for the plan and did not know a lot about Hand in
Hand but was familiar with Montessori

schools

and was supportive

of that con-

She thought it would be cool to have the fun noises of kids around again.

cept.

She noted she was in support of this items.
Mr. Rick Sanders, South McCarrons Boulevard
Mr.

Sanders

stated

he

with

agreed

everything

said.

He thought the community

needed to know more about the history of the building. From what he was able to
see on the first tour in 2016, he thought it was an honor and privilege to be able to
that

save
and

stop

building. He thought more of the old buildings needed to be restored
tearing them down. These buildings were made strong and hardy and

need to be given a second chance and to see a school in that building and the joy

that will come out of the building and to be able to have walking paths and the
pond there. He stated he was in favor of this item and felt the traffic will work itself out and people will figure out the best route to take.

Ms. Sherry Sanders, Southeast Roseville
indicated

Ms. Sanders

she

is

a

community

advocate

and

volunteer.

She stated

at

the open house for the Hand in Hand Montessori she met the owners, their family,
and spoke with neighbors who love this school and have children enrolled there.

She visited the Roseville campus at Corpus Christi Church where she interviewed
the facility. She noted it was an amazing
and students and toured
teachers,

staff,

thing

to

see,

a

school

with

no

desks.

She attended and spoke on behalf of the

school at the Planning Commission when the Commission voted in favor of the
school

and

issues

like

traffic

were

discussed

and addressed.

She asked the Coun-

cil to rezone the former Armory property to allow Hand in Hand Montessori
Christian

School to

purchase

it

to conduct a

family

and

community

friendly

busi-
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ness in McCarrons' community and felt it would go a long way in the revitalization of the Rice and Larpenteur area and would bring in businesses.
Mayor Roe closed the public comment with no one else coming forward.
Council Discussion

Councilmember McGehee asked if was possible to get clarity on the one question
the policy on LGBTQ+ if the representative was prewas raised regarding

that

pared to answer.

Mr. Thompson stated he was not prepared because he was not a policy writer, but
the values of the Montessori School is to welcome all, that is their value.
Laliberte moved, Willmus seconded, adoption of Resolution No. 11547 ( AttachD)

ment

A Resolution Approving an Amendment to the Comprehensive

entitled, "

Land Use Plan Map Designation from Low Density Residential ( LR) to Institutional ( IN) for Property Located at 211 North McCarrons Boulevard ( PF18- 016)."
Council Discussion

Councilmember Laliberte stated she did not want to dismiss the long process the
City took previously to consider the original building as something the City would
take on, which did not seem something the City was in the position to do at that
time and to talk about the housing needs that are in the community and this was a
place where those needs could be met.
She still thought the City still had some of
the medium to low density needs but this building is already in the City, is beautiful, this sounds like a very good plan, and she appreciated the presentation and

getting questions answered. She stated she was in support.
Councilmember Willmus stated he will be supporting this motion as seconder.
He was appreciative of the pause for a couple of years after the City decided not

to pursue this property and liked that private sector came forward with this effort.
That effort and down-zoning the property from Institutional Use to LDR is what
has brought this to the Council today and to have an opportunity to gather the input
and

that has

come

talk to their

in.

He thanked the residents for taking the initiative to go out

neighbors

about

He stated one of the concerns he did have

this.

was in regard to traffic but in having an opportunity to talk with Public Works Director Marc Culver, those concerns were alleviated.

He indicated he did not have

any issues with this item going forward.
Councilmember
property.

McGehee stated she is supportive

of this item and toured the

She thought this was a beautiful building worthy of being maintained

and she was very excited about the natural playground and delighted about the
pond

and

walking

paths.

She

stated

as

a

former

teacher

and

home

schooler,

hav-
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ing the flexibility to have this kind of option within the community and to have
different facilities for their children who have different needs or learn differently
is really great.
She has driven by the current Hand in Hand facility at specified
drop off times and never seen traffic from there spilling out onto either County
Road B or Fairview. She indicated she did not have any question at all about this
project and is delighted to see this use.

Councilmember Etten stated one of the benefits is the open field and open space.
He stated he appreciated
and

the

support

of

the

all of the different
school.

experiences

that people talked about

He stated the Council' s job was not to decide if

they like Hand in Hand, it was to decide how this impacts the neighborhood and
the

He had concerns

use.

Thompson

took

to

address

about
that

at

the traffic
the

meetings.

and appreciated

all the time Mr.

He stated this will have a major

impact in concentrated periods of time on the area and looked forward to Hand in

Hand using all of the tools the City has to make it better for the neighborhood.
He stated there will be impacts felt well beyond the school in that concentrated
He has that concern but believed enough of his concerns have been

frame.

time

addressed by Mr. Thompson so he will be supporting this item.
Mayor Roe shared the number of concerns raised regarding traffic and also under-

stand a lot of the passion people have for this entity and the good that Hand in
Hand does in this community

and

serving the broader

metro

area.

He thought if

for some reason, down the road, there was a change from Hand in Hand and an-

other entity wanted to do a school there, he would have some serious concerns
about

traffic.

He stated down the road, if things were to change, the City may

have to look at a pause in plans and go to something else on a temporary basis for

zoning if there isn' t a specific plan going forward, just to make sure the City is
being protective of the neighborhood. He was impressed with the plans Hand in
Hand has talked about regarding handling traffic and did not have any other concerns

with

use

of

the

site.

He indicated he would be voting in support of this

item.

Roll Call

Ayes: McGehee, Willmus, Laliberte, Etten and Roe
Nays: None.

Recess

Mayor Roe recessed the meeting at approximately 7: 53 p.m., and reconvened at approximately
8: 04 p. m.
c.

Snow Event Parking Regulations

Public Works Director Marc Culver summarized the request as detailed in the
RCA of this date; and noted a bench handout incorporated into the RCA providing

an extract

the

City

of

should

City

work

Council
to

meeting

implement

minutes

some

of

October

additional

22, 2018.

communications

He thought
tools

to

get
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the

message

out,

perhaps

get

some

quotes

on

a

text

system.

He thought the City

should continue to discuss possibly implementing the snow emergency system for
the 2019- 2020 winter season.

Councilmember McGehee stated because so many people come into Roseville
that do not live in the City, the City will not be able to text everyone, so she
thought some variant of the Bloomington

Model, a blanket rule, would work best.

Councilmember Etten stated he loved the work done through the Government Al-

liance on Race and Equity (GARE) and thought it was one of the intentions when
he came back from the League of Minnesota Cities training and one of the things

that can be changed on how the City does things in a more significant and permanent way. He asked which properties or areas were targeted in the process of the
door hangers.

Chief Mathwig stated staff looked at the data from the last three years of snow
events and he went through the information and had nine locations in Roseville

which accounted for thirty-six percent of the citations over those years and all
nine of them were multi- family. He reviewed the areas that were targeted for notification. He noted the common denominator was multi- family.

Chief Mathwig stated during the process staff worked with landlords to find out

what was being done for notification and the common denominator for all of them
was

door hangers,

some

doing

were

more,

and

some

were

doing

less.

He stated

two of the complexes had Somali languages spoken and two had Spanish, so the

door hangers were made up with Spanish, English and Somali language on the
same door.

Councilmember Etten thought the biggest issue the City is looking at is communiNo matter what the City does, it will be communication. The goal would
cation.
be to find how to communicate better. He thought the City has found a way to
start the process of better communication but until there is better communication,
he did not think it would make a difference, no matter what is done.
Mr. Culver

thought those

were

good

points.

Whatever the City does, he thought

staff still needed to work with building managers for the unit buildings to try to
post the regulations in different languages throughout the building and notify residents of different subscription services for notification.
He thought if the City

were to implement some sort of texting service or app, the City could reach a
broader audience.

Councilmember Etten agreed that broadening the way the City communicates is
important

and

communication

is

the only way moving

forward.
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Councilmember Laliberte agreed and thought communication is going to be the

key and will include multiple kinds of communication, not in place of what is being done now because of the wide range of demographics and technology use in
She thought there should be a communication working group to

the community.

decide

what

that is going to be

with

the

lens

GARE

to that.

applied

She had some

concerns with the snow emergency, only in that it immediately conjures up tag
and tow which is an additional burden on the residents who might not be getting
the message.

Councilmember McGehee thought that tag and tow was a concern but felt Chief
Mathwig has the places identified where there is the most offense and the most
likely where tag and tow would occur, so notification in those areas should be increased.

Mr. Culver thought it was worth it do a case study on this engagement effort and
some

of

the

He stated this took a lot of work, was not free, and

lessons learned.

endeavor to do on everything.
But it is something
City
that should be done more often and the City needed to figure out where to apply

not

something

the

should

it.

Councilmember

Willmus echoed Councilmember

Etten' s concerns, if the City

were going to go to a text notification system or something along those lines, is
City actually reaching out and engaging those that need to. He had some reservations about that. He did not know as a Council where the City is at and if the
the

City should proceed forward with the status quo.
Mayor

Roe thought

it

seemed

like

there

were

two pieces

One is an educa-

to this.

tion part, how can the City make everyone that either lives or otherwise is in the

community be more aware of the rules and regulations related to parking during
snow events, what to anticipate. The second piece would be the trigger for the enforcement, which one of the issues with the two- inch current code that people can
dispute

whether

it is

two

inches.

He thought

that

needed

to

be

changed.

He was

not sure if the City should call it a snow emergency, but thought some sort of positive communication from the City in a lot of instances is needed and an additional

piece

to this.

He noted there is still a communication and education issue to

proactively and positively tell residents to get their cars off the street. Mayor Roe
would like to look, over the course of the next year, at ways to communicate to
the

community.

upfront,

He

with

agreed

education piece

of

this

is

everything
a

huge

that

part

of

has been

it

as well.

said.

He thought

He suggested

the

in the

chronic areas, to have some signage installed indicating what the rule is with multiple language.
Mr. Culver indicated

there

is

signage

at

Sienna Green.
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Mayor Roe stated this could also relate to some of the State Fair parking issues as
well.

Mayor Roe offered an opportunity for public comment.
Public Comment
Mr. Tim Callaghan,

Mr. Callahan admitted he usually reads all of the notifications that come out by
City and he totally missed the one about the snow plowing. He stated he has
found the City regulation to be far superior to what Minneapolis does in their
the

emergency system. He stated he liked that Roseville plows right away. He stated
he has run into one problem, when does the City consider the snowfall to be two
inches. He thought it would be nice if there was some way to convey the snowfall
is two inches. In the options the Council is considering, one option would be no
parking on
be plowed.

all

collector

streets

over

the

winter.

Those are the streets that have to

He stated he did not have any sympathy for the students at North-

western because the students live in the dorms and are not transient, the students

are the ones who park in the street after a four-inch snowfall.
Councilmember

Willmus

noted he was not sympathetic

for them either but was

concerned about where their vehicles would go if there was no parking on the

streets by the college.
Mr. Callaghan stated he would rather have those vehicles in a neighborhood than

a collector street. He noted Lydia is already narrowed by installing a bicycle lane.
When those cars do not move or get plowed, the street gets more narrow and it is
hard to

get

through

in the

winter.

The collector streets need to be totally plowed

He stated
order to provide safe passage.
City
Northwestern does a terrible job of communicating the City rules to their students.
the way the

needs

them

to be in

Northwestern has promised there is sufficient parking for all of their students, so
he did not know why the students are parking in the street in front.
Mayor Roe closed the public comment with no one else coming forward.
Council Discussion
Mayor Roe stated the recommendation from staff was to not necessarily make any
changes to the system for this season but rather to enhance communications over

this season, try to some things to see what works well, and use that to discuss over
the course of the next summer to put something in place for the 2019- 2020 snow
season.

Mr. Culver indicated

that

was correct.
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Councilmember

Laliberte

suggested

it would be helpful to educate on what the

current policy is, but she also thought it was helpful to know when the City is in
plow mode.

She thought was an actionable interpretation.

Mr. Culver stated what the City does now is send out a communication to staff
when to come back to the City to plow but staff is hesitant to send out an email
early in the

day because

forecasts

can

change.

What he has done is to send out a

communication on his Twitter account later evening to move the car before going

to bed. He stated staff will try to work on reinforcing that message through every
snow

d.

event.

City Campus Solar Agreements

Public Works Director Marc Culver briefly highlighted this item as detailed in the
RCA and related attachments

dated October 22, 2018.

Mayor Roe offered an opportunity for public comment, with no one coming forward.

Etten moved, Willmus seconded, approval of the agreements as presented to in-

stall solar arrays on the rooftops of City Hall, the Fire Station, and the Maintenance Facility.
Council Discussion

Councilmember

Etten stated he was very excited that staff, the Public Works

Commission and others have persisted through a couple of years working through

He thought there were a couple of strong programs that will be a benefit to

this.

the City in the short and long term by reducing the City carbon footprint and setting a positive example. He also appreciated all of the work done by staff.
Councilmember

Willmus echoed Councilmember

Etten' s remarks.

Councilmember McGehee thought staff did a nice job and that this was a significant

improvement

to

what

was

brought forward

to

the Council

previously.

She

appreciated all of the hard work by staff and Mr. Culver. She stated she was very
supportive of this.

Councilmember Laliberte agreed and stated she appreciated all of the work that
She thought it was worth the wait and felt it was the project the

has been done.

City was meant to move forward on.
Mayor Roe agreed.

Roll Call
Ayes:

McGehee,

Willmus,

Laliberte, Etten

and

Roe
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Nays:

e.

None.

Consider A Community Development Department Request to Performa an
Abatement for Unresolved Violations of City Code at 1952 Snelling Ave N
Removed from the agenda.

f.

Consider a Request by the Community Development Department to Amend
1001. 10 Definitions,

Table 1005- 1, Table 1005- 5, Table 1006- 1, and Table

Microbreweries,
Breweries,
Pertaining
Tasting Rooms and Brewpubs ( PROJ17- amdt35)
1019- 1

to

Distilleries,

Taprooms,

City Planner Thomas Paschke briefly highlighted this item as detailed in the RCA
and related attachments dated October 22, 2018.

Councilmember

Laliberte believed at the State level the State refers to a tasting

room as a cocktail room in the Statutes.

Mr. Paschke thought a cocktail room might be slightly different then a tasting
room.

He believed a cocktail room under State Statute allows one to be able to

mix drinks and have a bar and would act differently than a tasting room which is a
room where someone is tasting the wares that are produced or distilled, in this
case.

Councilmember

Laliberte thought if there is a difference and if the City is sup-

porting the small business, Bent Brewstillery, at the State level with Legislative
change, for them to have both a tap room license and a cocktail room license,
should the City not address cocktail room in the City Code as a use.
Mr. Paschke stated he would rather be reactive to whatever might come out of the

Legislature and if that would pass, it would give the City the opportunity to then

add it at that time versus perhaps having that in the City Code and not being

something the City wants to advocate, if the State does not allow it currently.
Mr. Trudgeon explained in the State Statute, a Micro Distillery Cocktail Room license authorizes the on- sale of distilled liquor produced by the distiller for consumption on the premises of or adjacent to one distillery location owned by the
distiller.
He noted the Statute does not mention anything about mixing drinks.
This is

a

very

specific

definition

under

the

Statutes.

The City may want to make

sure it is covered properly in the Code.

City Attorney Gaughan advised it would not make a practical difference, it is
more for clarification and ease of use of terms to mirror the State Law term of
cocktail

room.

He thought staff used tasting room, which was in the Wayzata or-

dinance. He did

not

see

tasting

room

defined

under

the State Statute

either.
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Councilmember Willmus asked what the City currently has in place for seating
requirements

for a sit- down restaurant.

Mr. Paschke stated all of the City restaurants are based on seats, which is one
space for every three seats.

Councilmember Etten stated one of the items the Planning Commission had a
concern with was counting outdoor seating or not and when this states one space

for every four seats in a tap room tasting room, would that include any outdoor
seating as part of the business.
Mr. Paschke stated for this item it does not because that was an item the Planning
Commission rejected as part of what staff was a proponent of. Staff believes that

moving forward, even with the current restaurant designs, there is probably a need
to look at that and to determine whether or not there needs to be an increase in

parking because there are more outdoor seating areas and that does create, during
during

six

or months

ing

before the Council

the
as

year,
a

additional

Code

pressure

modification.

on

parking.

This item is com-

Staff felt that was an appropriate

time to introduce a parking requirement for patios, so it was in the recommenda-

tion initially, but it was recommended that be removed.
Councilmember Etten stated on the topic of cocktail rooms, he thought the City

should match the State Statutes to clarify what the City is doing. He noted in Ta-

ble 1006- 1, Section 5, brewery is listed as conditional and he wondered if that was
not permitted before in the Zoning code or was it not a use at all before.
Mr. Paschke stated none of the items were previous uses in the City Zoning Code.

Councilmember Etten stated looking at Table 1005- 1, Section 3, under neighborhood business, brew pub was originally conditional and moved to permitted.
Mr. Paschke believed in September the recommendation

was not permitted for

microbrewery.

Mayor Roe thought when it came to the Planning Commission, it was not permit-

ted in neighborhood business and the Planning Commission changed it.
Mr. Paschke stated that was correct. He thought brew pub was permitted because
that is looked at in terms of a restaurant.

Mayor Roe stated on Table 4 of the same section, he was looking at CMU2 versus

CMU1 and the other categories and why these various uses might be conditional
or

permitted

CMU2.

in CMU1,

which is the least intense, most restrictive, but not in
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Mr. Paschke thought initially when this went before the Planning Commission,
the thought

was CMU1

proximity to

residential.

would

act similar

to neighborhood

business

given its

Whatever the City was recommending for neighborhood

business was proposed in CMU1 and then whatever was supported in the remainder

of

districts

the

have been

would

consistent

across

the board that way.

Other

than that, he was not sure there was any magic to what is being seen other than the
potential impacts that one use may have over another in those districts.
Mayor Roe stated he would like staff to make sure this is correct because the in-

creasing intensity of use and increasing number of uses types that are allowed
moves from one to two to three to four and it seems odd it would show conditional

and

then

not

allowed,

etc.

He thought staff needed to look specifically at dis-

tillery, tap room, and tasting room listed as non- permitted in CMU2 and make
sure that is the direction the Council wanted to go.

Councilmember Etten asked if the Mayor was thinking about doing not permitted
for CMU1

and conditional

Mayor Roe thought

for CMU2.

it would be somewhere

between

conditional

and permitted,

depending on what is on either side in the CMU1 and CMU3. He did
made sense to have it the most restrictive, the way it is presented now.

not think it

Councilmember Willmus stated what caught his eye was some of the inconsisten-

cies as the Mayor has pointed out, going from a lesser intensive use to a more intensive

use.

He stated in Section 4 of Table 105- 5, he would have the same con-

cerns. Another thing that he did have a concern about is the parking space to seat
ratio and that stepping aside or abandoning the patio seating. He thought the patio
seating was something the City needs to have in play.
Mayor Roe asked if the Council wanted to bring outdoor seating into the discussion or move forward with whatever the Council wants to move forward with and
have this further reviewed or amended down the road.

Councilmember Etten stated he would like to think about this now and would be
in favor

of

using

the

restaurant

number

but include the

outdoor

seating.

He

thought one of the points to consider is people may be going to the business by
themselves

after work

for

happy

hour

and

not

as

a

family

for dinner.

If anything,

he thought the parking requirements should be more than the average restaurant.
Mayor Roe thought staff could add microbreweries,

tap rooms, tasting rooms or

cocktail rooms to the restaurant item already in place if that is the direction the
Council is going.
The Council

agreed.
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Councilmember

Willmus stated he had an opportunity to watch the Planning

Commission meeting and was more comfortable with the language staff presented
versus what ultimately came out of the Planning Commission meeting.
City Attorney Gaughan referenced Attachment C, the proposed Ordinance, line
16, referencing brew

pub,

and

suggested '

who'

be

with ' at.'

replaced

On Line 36,

regarding site screening, he suggested replacing ` attractive' with ' not inappropriHe noted in the RCA on page 204, line 56, it discusses

ate.'

this and he was not

sure if the Planning Commission removed or put it in, but in any event, it is not in
the Resolution.
He suggested the wording from RCA page 204, line 56 replace
the word ` attractive.'
Similarly, Lines 37 and 38 of Attachment C, discusses a
fence between six and six and a half feet in height whereas what was before the

Planning Commission was at least six feet in height.
Mr. Paschke believed as it relates to the first question,

compatible

materials

to the

building, one thing that could be challenged is on an all brick building there
would

not

be

an

all

brick fence

constructed

or

wall.

screening

He thought

staff

and the Planning Commission saw that and that was the reason it was removed
and
rent

talked

about

verbiage

the

what

City

would

Code

be

fence to

a screened

currently

has,

and

it

go

in. Attractive is the cur-

mirrored

the

current

Code.

He

agreed this is very subjective and could be removed as long as it is kept in that
Community Development Department. He
stated as it relates to the change in height, the Planning Commission wanted a
staff can

review

maximum

and

and

approve

it

as

the

a minimum.

Mayor Roe offered an opportunity for public comment.
Public Comment
Mr. Tim Callaghan,

Mr. Callaghan stated he was confused in reading through this about the twentyfive feet from

residential.

He asked if the twenty- five feet was from the property

line or the building.

Mayor Roe stated it would be from the property line.
Mr. Callaghan thought that should be clarified because someone may argue about
that in the future.

Mayor Roe closed the public comment with no one else coming forward.
Council Discussion

Councilmember Etten stated in regard to minimum parking standards, he wanted
to move

the language

found in

attachment

B,

page

2

of

4,

with one change.
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Etten moved, Willmus seconded, approving minimum parking standards with the

following

change

to Table

1 space for each employee at the greatest shift

1019- 1 "

and one space for every three seats in a taproom/ tasting room. If an outdoor patio

is included, an additional 1 space for every 3 outdoor patio seats shall be required
as well."

Councilmember

Etten

by

stated

changing

the

word

from '

two'

to ` three,'

it

matches the City restaurant code.

Mayor Roe asked if the maker of the motion would accept a friendly amendment
to say in the first column under use " Restaurants/ Sit- down, microbreweries, taprooms, and tasting rooms.

Councilmembers Etten and Willmus accepted the friendly amendment.
Council Discussion
Councilmember

Etten

thought

this

addressed

concerns

around

the parking.

He

stated this matched other parts of the City Code in many ways and yet addresses
some of the areas where the code has been a struggle.

Councilmember Willmus agreed, noting one of the things the Planning Commission was struggling with was how people get to these various establishments.
There are still a lot of people who show up alone and there are multiple vehicles.
He thought in terms of looking at and protecting the neighborhoods around where

some of these establishments might go, making sure there is adequate parking is
something that is important to him.
Roll Call

Ayes: McGehee, Willmus, Laliberte, Etten and Roe
Nays: None.

Mayor Roe asked if anyone wanted to tackle Table 1005- 5, Section 4, the CMU2
as it relates to distilleries, taprooms and tasting rooms.

Willmus moved, McGehee seconded, approving changes to Table 1005- 5, Section
4, with regard to Industrial uses under Distillery and CMU- 2, he would change
that

from NP ( Not Permitted)

to

C ( Conditional)

and under Accessory Uses,

Buildings, and Structures; Taproom, Tasting Room and CMU- 2 he would change
that from NP ( Not Permitted) to C ( Conditional).
Council Discussion
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Councilmember Willmus indicated it did not make any sense for there to be a not
use in CMU- 2.
These changes would bring CMU- 2 in line with CMU-

permitted

1.

Roll Call
Ayes: McGehee,

Willmus,

Laliberte, Etten and Roe

Nays: None.

Councilmember
wondering
the height

if

the

would

McGehee stated she had a question regarding the fence height,
Council

be

at

wanted

least

six

to do anything

feet

and

would

with

be

a

that.

She appreciated

Conditional

Use.

that

She could

see where this could be by a residential area and possibly the property being built
upon

higher

the

see

than

original

what

adjacent

was

language,

which

or

stated

vice
at

versa.

She stated she would like to

least between 6

and

6. 5 feet.

She

thought that would provide more flexibility to protect residential property owners.

Mayor Roe thought the wording specified the fence would need to be at least six
feet.

Councilmember Etten asked if there was a height limit to fences in the City.
Mr. Paschke stated it depended on what District the business is in.
Councilmember Etten thought if he was a neighbor to one of the listed businesses,
he

would

not

a

want

ten- foot fence.

He

it

thought

would

be

an

obstruction.

A 6

to 6. 5- foot fence makes it seems less aggressive.
Councilmember McGehee thought if there is a situation where there are significan
6. 5 feet might not be adedifferences in height between two adjacent parcels,
for screening.
to change the height.
quate

She would like to have the flexibility under Conditional Use

Mayor Roe preferred the wording to be " At least six feet" and removing the language of" to 6. 5 feet".
Councilmember McGehee stated that was correct.

Councilmember Etten noted in Table 1006- 1, under the brewery in office business

park, one of the changes made by the Planning Commission was making the
He wondered if the Council
versus not permitted.
brewery/ distillery
wanted that designation in the office business park or does the Council not want a
conditional

brewery operating in that situation.
Mayor Roe thought this is conditional so there would be some flexibility to approve or

disapprove

it, but it

could

become

quite

large.
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Etten moved, Willmus seconded, changing Table 1006- 1, Brewery under Office
Business Park from Conditional to Not Permitted.

Council Discussion

Councilmember McGehee asked how a distinction is made between a distillery

and a brewery;. if it is the same volume of product, then what is different.
Councilmember Etten stated that is a fine question and open to the same thing.

He stated a distillery could be massive, so it could be changed as well.
Councilmember McGehee indicated she would like both brewery and distillery to
be NP ( Not Permitted) uses in the Office Business Park.

Councilmembers Etten and Willmus accepted the friendly amendment.
Roll Call

Ayes: McGehee, Willmus, Laliberte, Etten and Roe
Nays: None.

Mayor Roe asked if` tasting room' should be changed to ` cocktail room' in all instances.

City Attorney Gaughan did not believe there was a tasting room definition under
State Law, but he did

not

have the

Statute

entire

at

the

meeting.

He would

rec-

ommend changing ` tasting room' to ` cocktail room.'
Willmus moved, Laliberte seconded, enactment of Ordinance No. 1566 ( Attachment

C)

Specific

entitled, "

Criteria)

Amending § 1001.
and

Table

1006- 1

10 ( Definitions) §
of

the

Roseville

1009. 02 ( Conditional

City

made through previous motions as well as the technical

Code,"

with

the

Use-

change

changes made.

Council Discussion

Councilmember Laliberte liked the changes the Council made along the way and
felt it works.

Roll Call

Ayes: McGehee, Willmus, Laliberte, Etten and Roe
Nays: None.

McGehee moved, Etten seconded, enactment of Ordinance Summary No. 1566
Attachment

D)

entitled, '

An Ordinance

Amending § 1001.

10 ( Definitions)

Table
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1005- 1, 1005- 5, 1006- 1, and 1019- 1 of Title 10 Zoning Ordinance of the Roseville City Code."
Roll Call

Ayes: McGehee, Willmus, Laliberte, Etten and Roe
Nays: None.

Mr. Trudgeon announced this is the last City Council meeting for Community Development Dibe working

her

He personally thanked
Ms. Collins for her several years of service as the Community Development Director and the
longer term with the City. He stated Ms. Collins took on some really big issues during her ten-

rector

Kari

Collins

and

the

last

case

staff

will

with

on.

ure. He noted staff will miss her and wanted to wish her luck at Ramsey County in her new position.

Ms. Collins thanked the City Council and staff for her years with the City of Roseville. She stated she was excited to work with the City of Roseville as a partner to advance economic development and to start looking at economic development a little more at the macro level and how
the County and City can strengthen each other regionally.
8.

Approve

Minutes

Comments and corrections to draft minutes had been submitted by the City Council prior

to tonight' s meeting and those revisions were incorporated into the draft presented in the
Council packet.

a.

Approve October 8, 2018 City Council Meeting Minutes
McGehee moved, Etten seconded, approval of the October 8, 2018 City Council
Meeting Minutes as presented.
Roll Call

Ayes: McGehee, Willmus, Laliberte, Etten and Roe.
Nays: None.

9.

Approve Consent Agenda

At the request of Mayor Roe, City Manager Trudgeon briefly reviewed those items being
considered under the Consent Agenda; and as detailed in specific Requests for Council
Action ( RCA) dated October 22, 2018 and related attachments.
a.

Approve Payments

Willmus moved, McGehee seconded, approval of the following claims and payments as presented and detailed.
ACH Payments

1, 205, 762. 59

90971- 91152

1, 339, 159. 99

TOTAL

2, 544, 922. 58
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Roll Call

Ayes: McGehee, Willmus, Laliberte, Etten and Roe.
Nays: None.
b.

Approve Business Licenses

Willmus moved, McGehee seconded, approve the Temporary On- Sale Liquor License and Massage Therapy Establishment Renewal.
Roll Call

Ayes: McGehee, Willmus, Laliberte, Etten and Roe
Nays: None.

c.

Approve General Purchases or Sale of Surplus Items Exceeding$ 5, 000
Willmus

moved,

tachments

A &

McGehee
B),

or

seconded,

contract

for

approving
service

the

and

if

submitted
applicable,

purchases (

authorize

Atthe

sale/ trade- in of surplus items.
Roll Call

Ayes: McGehee, Willmus, Laliberte, Etten and Roe.
Nays: None.
d.

Consider Setting a Public Hearing to Acknowledge the Expenditure of TaxExempt Funds for Presbyterian

Homes

Willmus moved, McGehee seconded, adoption of Resolution No. 11548 ( Attachment

A)

entitled, "

A Resolution Calling for A Public Hearing on Consenting to

the Issuance of Revenue Notes and Authorizing the Publication of a Notice of the
Hearing

Therefor ( Presbyterian

Homes Care Centers, Inc. — Langton

Place Pro-

ject."

Roll Call

Ayes: McGehee, Willmus, Laliberte, Etten and Roe.
Nays: None.

e.

Authorization to Purchase a Software Upgrade for the City' s Financial Software Package

Willmus moved, McGehee seconded, approve the purchase of the Springbrook
Financial Software upgrade.

Roll Call

Ayes: McGehee, Willmus, Laliberte, Etten and Roe.
Nays: None.
f.

Adopt a Resolution to Accept the Work Completed, Authorize Final Payment, and Commence the One- Year Warranty Period on Lounge Sanitary
Sewer Lift Station Project
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Willmus moved, McGehee seconded, adoption of Resolution No. 11549 ( AttachA) entitled, "
Final Contract Acceptance Lounge Sanitary Sewer Lift Station

ment

Project."

Roll Call

Ayes: McGehee, Willmus, Laliberte, Etten and Roe.
Nays: None.

g.

Approve a Resolution to Accept the Work Completed, Authorize Final Payment, and Commence the One- Year Warranty Period on the County Road
B2 Signal Project

Willmus moved, McGehee seconded, adoption of Resolution No. 11550 ( AttachA) entitled, "
Final Contract Acceptance County Road B2 Signal."

ment

Roll Call

Ayes: McGehee, Willmus, Laliberte, Etten and Roe.
Nays: None.

h.

Approve Agreement with Minnesota Bureau of Criminal Apprehension to

Provide Access to the Criminal Justice Data Communications Network by
the City Prosecuting Attorney
Willmus moved, McGehee seconded, adoption of Resolution No. 11551 ( AttachA) entitled, "
ment
A Resolution Approving State of Minnesota Joint Powers

Agreements with the City of Roseville on Behalf of its City Attorney."
Roll Call

Ayes: McGehee, Willmus, Laliberte, Etten and Roe.
Nays: None.

i.

Approve Resolution Requesting SCORE Funding from Ramsey County
Willmus moved, McGehee seconded, adoption of Resolution No. 11552 ( Attachment

A)

entitled, "

Resolution Requesting 2019 SCORE Funding Grant for use in

Roseville' s Residential Recycling Program."
Roll Call

Ayes: McGehee, Willmus, Laliberte, Etten and Roe.
Nays: None.

10.

Council &

City Manager Communications, Reports, and Announcements

Mr. Trudgeon reviewed upcoming City Council meeting items with the Council.
11.

Councilmember- Initiated Items for Future Meetings

Councilmember Willmus stated it was brought to his attention with people going online
and looking at making sure their property tax payment to the County was properly submitted,

that

a

handful

of residents

noticed

the

residents

were

charged

a

penalty.

These
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were, as noted, placed in drop boxes on Monday, October 15th, and for whatever reason
the County processed the payment and the payment hit the banks on October 16th and still
a penalty was applied to their property tax payment. He was not sure how wide spread it

was, but he wanted Mr. Trudgeon aware of this in case the City gets calls regarding this.
12.

Adjourn

Etten moved, Laliberte seconded, adjournment of the meeting at approximately 9: 35 p. m.
Roll Call

Ayes: McGehee, Willmus, Laliberte, Etten and Roe .
Nays: None.
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